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No More Red /
Adidas, Arsenal Football Club
Football team and sports brand remove iconic red from club shirt to promote knife crime initiative

Arsenal Football Club and its kit supplier Adidas have joined forces for No More Red, a campaign to raise awareness
about knife crime and address its causes.
To mark the launch of the campaign, Arsenal replaced its iconic red home shirt with an entirely white kit for the team’s Emirates
FA Cup tie against Nottingham Forest on 9 January.
Following the game, the 10 shirts worn by the starting outfield players were gifted to organisations that are already
addressing issues surrounding knife crime and youth violence. The kit will never be commercially available and will only ever be
awarded to individuals who are making a positive difference in the community.
Arsenal and Adidas hope that the shirt will become a symbol of positivity, awarded to individuals and organisations who are
giving back to the community and creating a positive environment for young people.
The collaboration builds on Arsenal FC’s work in its community to keep youngsters safe. Throughout the initiative Adidas
will invest in creating and refurbishing safe football spaces and create a No More Red mentorship scheme where young people
doing positive work in the community will be supported by creative talent, including actor Idris Elba, footballer Ian Wright, DJ
Emerald Rose Lewis and artist Reuben Dangoor.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CooldyXuM90
In a hard-hitting supporting film, created with Iris London, actor and knife crime activist Idris Elba delivers a resolute message
about rising youth violence and its impact on young people’s futures.
2021 saw 30 teenage murders in London – the highest number in a single year since records began – with knife attacks
accounting for the majority of deaths. There were also more than 10,000 knife crime offences committed in the capital between
June 2020 – June 2021.
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Arsenal promoted the kit and wider campaign on Twitter in the lead up to the match, while Elba also spoke about No More Red
on ITV during the broadcaster’s match build-up.
Speaking to Sky Sports about his involvement, Elba said: ‘To see these two giants say we want to do something significant,
specific to the culture of football, that says we are watching, we care, we want to do something – that really resonated with me.’
Former Arsenal striker Ian Wright also features in a series of videos alongside Arsenal players Emile Smith Rowe, Bukayo Saka
and Reiss Nelson, urging an end to knife violence. Writing for the Adidas website, the club legend states: ‘I know just how
important having a safe space and access to role models is. Many think that football gave me a nice career, but the truth is,
football and the people around me saved my life. I can’t tell you where I would be without opportunity and inspiration.’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvbj-DcI Hsg
Chris Walsh, VP brand northern Europe at Adidas, said in a press release: ‘There is no simple solution to the issue of knife crime,
but through support for the great work done by Arsenal in the community to address some of the root causes of violent youth
crime, we believe that sport can help young people in London to create new possibilities and reach their potential.’

Contagious Insight /
Striking effort / The No More Red Arsenal FC kit is not just a neat symbolic statement of the initiative’s goal, but it has
real power given the importance of a football team’s colours, which are wrapped up in the history, tradition and pageantry
of a club. Given that Arsenal’s rivals Tottenham Hotspur FC play in all-white, for the Gunners to essentially adopt a similar
kit is no small thing. And beyond that, the No More Red kit also made the team’s sponsors invisible – an exercise in
debadging that heightened the impact of the launch.
What’s really key here is that this campaign goes beyond an awareness-raising stunt and involves a long-term commitment
to make a change. So many issue-based brand campaigns are little more than a badging exercise: find an emotive topic,
make vague gestures of support, slap a logo on somewhere and send out a press release. In this case, both Arsenal and
Adidas have a history of working to improve the communities around them, which legitimises this effort. Whereas Arsenal
has been doing this locally since 1985, Adidas works with communities on both a global and local level ‘to empower
people, to improve health and to inspire action’.
This campaign also enables both brands to engage with sports fans in a meaningful and culturally relevant manner.
Unfortunate as it is, knife crime in the UK is a part of the culture and is having a huge impact on young people. By
partnering with Arsenal FC to both highlight the issue and spend money on creating safe football spaces, Adidas connects
with young sporting hopefuls in a way that matters.
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Symbolic gestures / One of the smartest elements of this campaign is how it positions the shirts as something that
cannot be bought, but needs to be earned, as only those contributing to the fight against knife crime can get the shirt.
Usually, limited-edition merch is for those who can afford it or are savvy enough to know when it drops. No More Red
creates a community minded level of exclusivity and cues Adidas as a brand that can express not just your taste but your
social consciousness.
This taps into what brand executive and author Ana Andjelic calls the ‘aspiration economy’, where consumers are
increasingly concerned with new forms of social, cultural and environmental capital that communicate who they are, rather
than how much money they have. As Andjelic told Contagious,‘It’s how they signal their status, their distinction, who they
want to identify...We're all status-seeking monkeys.’
PR power / The visual surprise of the campaign ensured the story was picked up by the media. According to the agency,
it picked up enormous organic coverage – ITV pre-match coverage, major news and sports press such as BBC, Sky
Sports, COPA90. There was wider praise from high-profile footballers such as David Beckham, celebrities, and politicians
on both sides of the divide from the home secretary Priti Patel, to Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan. The controversial removal
of the iconic red from Arsenal’s kit was also positively received by Arsenal’s fans (and even by the notoriously critical
Arsenal Fan TV).
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